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The Miracle Morning JOURNAL was designed by #1 bestselling author Hal Elrod to be the 
perfect tool for helping you take your Miracle Morning practice to the next level. 
 There are many life-enhancing benefits of using The Miracle Morning JOURNAL, a few of 
which include: 
 GAINING CLARITY: The process of writing down our thoughts forces us to think through 
them enough to understand them. Thus, The Miracle Morning JOURNAL will give you more 
clarity, allowing you to brainstorm, and helping you to achieve goals and more effectively 
work through your problems and challenges. 
 CAPTURING IDEAS: Journaling helps you not only expand your ideas, but also prevents 
you from losing the important ideas that you may want to act on in the future. 
 REVIEWING LESSONS: The Miracle Morning JOURNAL enables you to review and 
strengthen all of the lessons you're learning. 
 ACKNOWLEDGING YOUR PROGRESS: Going back and re-reading your Miracle Morning 
JOURNAL entries and seeing how much progress you've made is one of the most 
empowering, confidence-inspiring and enjoyable experiences that can't really be duplicated 
any other way. 
 The Miracle Morning JOURNAL allows you to document your journey to creating the most 
extraordinary life you've ever imagined... Starting right NOW. 

Other Books
My Miracle Morning Scribing Journal: Use Meditation, Affirmation, Visualisation, Reading, 
Writing, and Exercise in the Morning to Improve Your Life Wi, A small pocket-sized 90-page 
5*8 inch journal. Get up early in the morning and start your day in a positive manner, 
making your day more productive and successful. No one can limit your success apart 
from you, you deserve success, get after it. This 90-page journal will give you 3 months 
worth of journaling. Plenty of time to get into the habit of rising early and conquering your 
life. This journal paper is a neutral wide-ruled paper with a line at the top for the date. 
Journals are a big part of the self-help movement and are often used by people who 
would like to write down their thoughts, often during a particularly challenging transition in 
their lives, for example pregnancy, rehabilitation, illness or therapy. People also like to 
journal while traveling, taking part in a new activity (like a class) or when they're planning 
something exciting like a wedding or adoption. Journals are also popular with people who 
would like to make a change in their lifestyle, so they may use it to document their sleeping, 
exercise, cleaning or eating habits, their dreams or their thoughts about their relationship 
or financial affairs.
�����. A small pocket-sized 90-page 5*8 inch journal."
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